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Damien Lawson Biography 

Imagine being three years old, stepping out on stage, grabbing the microphone, and realizing right 

then and there that singing is what you were born to do. Fast forward to 2014, to the finale of NBC’s 

The Voice, and Damien is bringing the world to their knees with is heart wrenching performance of 

Donny Hathaway’s A Song for You. 

 

Inspired by so many great singers before him, Damien honed his skill and developed his singing 

chops by learning the Soul of Gospel music, the discipline of Opera, and the passions of Rhythm and 

Blues. Damien, craving perfection, would lead his high school choir, compete at local talent 

competitions, and write music any chance that he got. He insisted on always trying to do his best, so 

that one day he would be considered one of the best to ever do it. 

When it became apparent that this was no childhood pastime, Damien moved from the small town of 

Monroe Louisiana to Hollywood California. Overwhelmed, by all of the opportunities now available 

to him, Damien dove in head first and has never looked back. 

In today’s pro-social media world, Damien began to showcase his voice and gain the likes of 

hundreds of thousands of fans through YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. With over 100k 

fans on social media platforms and several million views, Damien is reaching new heights every day 

and is well on his way to stardom. 

His most notable accomplishment to date was becoming a finalist on season 7 of NBC's The Voice. 

After getting a coveted 4-Chair-Turn from all of the coaches, Damien blazed through hits from Adele, 

Sam Smith, Jennifer Hudson, Leann Rimes just to name a few. Since The Voice, he has been able to 

pursue his career full time singing all over the country for corporate events and charities while he 

records his debut EP.  


